
WRITING COMPANY HANDBOOKS

Writing a great employee handbook requires a thorough understanding of the company and its culture. But no matter the
organization.

Talk about walking the walk. Related Resources. The first thing to know is that there is no law requiring you
to have a handbook. Tell the world! In fact, the whole point of a handbook is to reduce that shock by priming
new team members first. She writes on topics that range from fraud, corporate security and workplace
investigations to corporate culture, ethics and compliance. Present it that way. The document also
communicates how modern and fresh Sterling is by using iMessage chats to answer FAQs. Informative,
containing everything from a step-by-step guide to surviving your first day, to common policies and
procedures that apply to staff for years to come. Several cards include funny photos of staff and animals, and
they stick to light, easy reading by using mostly short bullet points. There are one-time gigs, other pursuits, or
opportunities that help you grow and make life interesting. Your employee handbook should be the road map
for how to operate within your companyâ€”an introduction to your culture and a guide that your employees
interact with on a regular basis. Make sure to address the topic of moonlighting, and then you can curtail any
side projects that are getting in the way, while encouraging employees to still work on what interests them in
their own time. Easy and enjoyable to read. The most important part of a good employee handbook is that it
accurately represents the company to which it belongs. Even companies committed to investing in and
building a dynamic culture often only use their handbook as a backstop to minimize risk rather than as a tool
to build culture and create value. For example, the Disqus at a Glance page uses a map to show office
locations as well as an easy-to-read graph to illustrate employee growth over time. As a result, every employee
handbook is unique to the company it represents. By sharing it on SlideShare , they practice the transparency
they preach in the process. Turn your handbook into a dialogue by telling your employees what they can
expect from you, and how you plan to invest in them. Probably not. Seize the opportunity. That means
deleting the Basecamp app from your phone, temporarily disconnecting your password manager, and hiding
Basecamp source code away in an encrypted archive. As these examples show, there are plenty of ways to
approach your employee handbook. Beyond solving employee or culture issues, employee handbooks can also
help new employees feel at home in their new environments.


